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BUCKETLESS MOPPING > DUAL MOP

DUAL MOP > A bucketless mop system with a 480ml internal resevoir in the handle 
that sprays water ahead of the mophead. Once the area is cleaned, simply flip the mop 
over to dry the floor. Comes with colour coded rings.

MICROFIBRE CLEANING PAD > 
Cleaning pad for the dual mop. Attaches 
with quick and easy hook and loop 
system.

S0047000 Frame & handle only

S0044000 Cleaning pad S0043000 Drying pad

MICROFIBRE DRYING PAD > Highly 
absorbent drying pad for the dual mop. 
Attaches with quick and easy hook and 
loop system.
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RAPID MOP > A light and mobile bucketless system which provides controllable 
moisture to give smear free dry floors. Ideal for daytime cleaning in lightly soiled areas. 
1450mm long. Features a 480ml internal water resevoir.

MICROFIBRE PAD > A general use 
cleaning pad for the Rapid Mop system. 
Launderable and highly absorbent.

993493 Frame & handle only

993103 Microfibre pad X0013000 Performance pad

PERFORMANCE PAD > A powerful 
cleaning pad for the Rapid Mop system, 
scrubber strips helps to break up 
stubborn dirt. Launderable.



BUCKETLESS MOPPING > RAPID MOP

DISPOSABLE PAD  > Cost effective 
disposable pads for the Rapid Mop 
system. Provides fast and efficient 
sweeping to collect dust and dirt. 
(requires Dispad, see below.)

FRINGE PAD  > A powerful scrubbing 
pad for the Rapid Mop system, has a 
fringed edge for extra mopping power.

DISPAD > The interface between frame 
and mop, creating a stable mopping 
surface. This is required when using 
Disposable pads with the Rapid Mop 
system.

X0215202 Dispad

X0014000 Fringe Pad 994551 Disposable pad

WORKS WITH
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PLASTIC JUG > Natural polypropylene, 
pouring spout and graduation marks. 
Perfect for measuring liquids.

L1800208 1 litre jug

PLASTIC FUNNEL > Natural 
polypropylene, used for guiding liquids. 
Available in two different sizes.

L1885208 L188020812.5cm 15cm

HEAVY DUTY NON TIP FOLDING 
SAFETY SIGN > 600mm high durable 
moulded polypropylene printed on both 
sides. Non tip feature with a top clip to 
secure sign once opened.

930332CIP/CIP
930332CIP/CWF
930332CWF/CWF

Cleaning in progress
Dual purpose 
Caution wet floor

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

SAFE-GUARD CAUTION SIGN > 
Durable moulded polypropylene safety 
warning sign. Printed using a unique in-
mould print injection.

S0290000 Safe-guard caution sign

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE



BUCKETLESS MOPPING > ACCESSORIES

RESPONSE CONE > 600mm high 
durable moulded polypropylene printed 
on both sides. Non tip feature with a top 
clip to secure sign once opened.

930332CIP/CIP
930332CIP/CWF
930332CWF/CWF

Cleaning in progress
Dual purpose 
Caution wet floor

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE YOU MAY ALSO LIKE

RAPID RESPONSE CONE > Our highly 
visible tall mobile safety cone with mop 
holders and top handle gets to the point 
of the spillage fast. Simply grab it and go 
for safer floors.

S0170000 Rapid response cone




